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Abstract. It has been found that ozone (O3) pollution episodic case is prone to appear when the Greater Bay Area 12 
(GBA) is under the control of typhoons and sub-tropical high-pressure systems in summer. To prevent these 13 
pollutions effectively and efficiently, it’s essential to understand the contribution of O3 precursors emitted from 14 
different periods and areas under these unfavorable weather conditions. In this study, we further extended the 15 
Ozone Source Apportionment Technology (OSAT) from the Comprehensive Air Quality Model with Extensions 16 
(CAMx) model to include the function to track the emission periods of O3 precursors. Then the updated OSAT 17 
module was applied to investigate the spatial-temporal contribution of precursors emissions to the O3 18 
concentration over the GBA in July and August 2016, when several O3 episodic cases appeared in this period. 19 
Overall, the emissions within GBA, from other regions of Guangdong province (GDo), and the neighbouring 20 
provinces are the three major contributors, which account for 23%, 15%, and 17% of monthly average O3 21 
concentration, respectively. More than 70% of O3 in the current day is mainly formed from the pollutants emitted 22 
within 3 days and the same day’s emission contributed approximately 30%. During the O3 episodes, when typhoon 23 
approached, more pollutants emitted 2-3 days ago from the GDo and adjacent provinces were transported to the 24 
GBA, leading to the increase of O3 in this region. Under the persistent influence of northerly wind, the pollutants 25 
originating from eastern China earlier than 2 days ago can also show an obvious impact on the O3 over the GBA 26 
in the present day, accounting for approximately 12%. On the other hand, the O3 pollution is primarily attributed 27 
to the local emission within 2 days when the GBA is mainly under the influence of the sub-tropical high-pressure 28 
systems. These results indicated the necessity to consider the influence of meteorological conditions in 29 
implementing the control measures. Meanwhile, analogous relationships between source area/time and receptor 30 
were derived by the zero-out method, supporting the validity of the updated OSAT module. Our approach and 31 
findings could offer more spatial-temporal information about the sources of O3 pollutions, which could aid in the 32 
development of effective and timely control policies.  33 

 34 

1. Introduction 35 

As one of the major air pollutants, ozone (O3) is a secondary pollutant formed by the photochemical reactions of 36 
nitrogen oxides (NOx) and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in the presence of solar radiation. The surface O3 37 
has detrimental effects on human health, such as causing respiratory and cardiovascular problems (Maji et al., 38 
2019; Yin et al., 2017). It could also lead to the reduction of crop yield and the damage of vegetation (Gong et al., 39 
2021; Wang et al., 2022c). With the implementing of a series of control policies in China since 2013, the 40 
concentrations of other air pollutants, including particulate matter with aerodynamic diameters less than 2.5μm 41 
(PM2.5), NOx, and sulfur dioxide (SO2), have gradually decreased. In contrast, due to the large reduction of NOx 42 
emission and less control of VOCs emission in the early stage of the control period (Liu et al., 2023), the O3 43 
concentration still continuously increased and has become the major air pollutant across China. The Greater Bay 44 
Area (GBA), including nine cities in the Pearl River Delta (PRD) region, Hong Kong (HK), and Macau Special 45 
Administrative Regions (SAR), is one of the most developed agglomerations in China and also facing with the 46 
heavy O3 pollution problem. Based on the analysis of surface monitor observation, Cao et al. (2024) and Feng et 47 
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al. (2023) found that the daily maximum 8hr average (MDA8 O3) in the PRD region and HK showed an overall 48 
upward trend by 1.11 and 0.22 ppbv/year from 2013 to 2019 and from 2011 to 2022, respectively.  49 

The formation of O3 is closely related to the source of its precursors and much effort has been devoted to 50 
investigating the source region and source category of O3 in the GBA using different methods (Liu et al., 2020a). 51 
He et al. (2019) applied the positive matrix factorization (PMF) method to resolve the anthropogenic sources of 52 
VOCs. Combining with a photochemical box model with the master chemical mechanism (PBM-MCM), they 53 
found that vehicular was the most significant source to the O3 formation, followed by biomass burning and solvent 54 
usage. Li et al. (2012) applied the CAMx-OSAT numerical model to track the source contribution to O3 in the 55 
GBA region and found that elevated local and regional contribution is dominant under the O3 episodes. Yang et 56 
al. (2019b) applied the NAQPMS model with an on-line source apportionment module to explore the source of 57 
O3 in different seasons in the PRD region. Their results shows that the mobile is the largest contributor, followed 58 
by industry. Fang et al. (2021) used multi-modelling source apportionments to quantify the source impact on O3 59 
in the PRD region. The on-road mobile and industrial process were found as two major contribution sections. 60 
Integrating satellite data and sensitivity model simulations, Wang et al. (2022a) found that enhanced biogenic 61 
emission and cross-regional transport by approaching typhoons are significant factors lead to the ozone pollution 62 
in the PRD and Yangtze Rivel Delta (YRD) regions. In addition to the source region and category, emitting time 63 
of pollutants is also an important perspective that needs to be better understood for effective and efficient control 64 
policymaking. Some studies have attempted to evaluate this temporal perspective (Xie et al., 2021; Ying et al., 65 
2021). Xie et al. (2023) analysed the age evolution of PM2.5 during a haze event in eastern China. It showed that 66 
during the regional transport stage, more aged particles from the North China Plain (NCP) were transported to the 67 
downwind YRD region and leading to a sharp increase in the average age of different components of PM2.5 in 68 
YRD. Chen et al. (2022c) analyses the temporal contributions of emissions to the concentration of PM2.5 in the 69 
PRD region and found that pollutants emitted from 2 days earlier were trapped within the PRD region due to the 70 
weak wind during the episodic pollution. However, these studies mainly focus on the PM2.5 and the temporal 71 
contribution of sources to the O3 in the GBA region still remain unclear.  72 

Besides emission, the meteorological condition, another key factor that can affect the transportation, production, 73 
and destruction of O3 and its precursors, also received much attention and has been extensively studied (Lu et al., 74 
2019; Wang et al., 2017; 2022b). The long/short-term effects of changes in meteorological conditions on ozone 75 
concentrations have been investigated through a variety of methods, such as statistical analysis of observations 76 
and numerical modelling (Yang et al., 2019a; Xu et al., 2023a; Zheng et al., 2023). Liu and Wang (2020b) 77 
conducted sensitivity simulations by the CMAQ model to evaluate the contribution of weather condition variation 78 
to summer O3 levels from 2013-2017. Their results show that the meteorological conditions were more conducive 79 
to ozone formation from 2014 to 2016 than in 2013, and it can lead to an increase of more than 10 ppbv in MDA8 80 
O3 in Guangzhou. Different objective and subjective classification technologies have been applied to summarize 81 
the impacts of unfavorable weather patterns on O3 pollution (Han et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2022b; Cao et al., 2023). 82 
Gao et al. (2018) summarized the commonly synoptic patterns in the Guangdong province that O3 pollution always 83 
occurred and concluded that the sub-tropical high-pressure system and typhoons are two major patterns accounting 84 
for more than 60% in the PRD regions during 2014 – 2016. The major influence factor and the dominant 85 
contributed physical and chemical process were also identified and analyzed (Gong et al., 2022; Zeren et al., 2022; 86 
Wu et al., 2023). Ouyang et al. (2022) analysed the impact of a subtropical high and a typhoon on ozone pollution 87 
in the PRD region and found that low relative humidity, high boundary layer height, weak northerly surface wind, 88 
and strong downdrafts were the main meteorological factors contributing to the pollution. Deng et al. (2019) 89 
illustrated that the actinic flux is the important cause of the co-occurrence of high ozone and aerosol pollution 90 
under the control of typhoon periphery. Li et al. (2022) also investigated the impact of peripheral circulation 91 
characteristics of typhoons and found that the chemical formation and vertical mixing effects are two major 92 
contributors to the enhancement of O3 levels, while the advection showed negative values. Qu et al. (2021) 93 
analysed the typhoon-induced and non-typhoon O3 events in the PRD region and revealed that under the influence 94 
of typhoons, the contributions from the transport processes and sources outside the PRD increased. Usually, the 95 
ozone events are attributed to changes in meteorological conditions rather than sudden increases in emission 96 
intensity (Lin et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2023b). The change of weather conditions will affect the time-sensitivity of 97 
emitted pollutants and lead to different types of O3 pollution that can result from long-range transport of elder 98 
pollutants or accumulation of local fresh pollutants. Hence, it’s of great importance to clarify the impact of the 99 
pollutants from different source areas and emitting periods on the O3 pollution under different weather conditions 100 
in the GBA. 101 
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In this study, the CAMx-OSAT model was extended and used to track the temporal contribution of pollutants to 102 
the O3 pollutions over the GBA under the impact of typhoons and sub-tropical high pressure during July and 103 
August in 2016, the two most important weather system that influence O3 pollutions over the GBA. The rest of 104 
this paper is organized as follow. The temporal source apportionment (TSA) method, the configuration of 105 
experiments, and the ozone episodes were introduced in section 2. The spatial-temporal source apportionment 106 
results and zero-out simulation results were shown and discussed in section 3. The major conclusions were 107 
summarised in section 4. 108 

2. Methodology and Data 109 

2.1 Temporal Source Apportionment Method 110 

Previously, we have successfully implemented the PM2.5 temporal source apportionment (TSA) method in the 111 
Comprehensive Air Quality Model with Extensions (CAMx) model and applied it to investigate the temporal 112 
influence of emissions on PM2.5 in the GBA (Chen et al., 2022c). Here, we further extend this method to track the 113 
temporal contribution of emissions to O3 and its precursors. The basic mechanism of the TSA method is to track 114 
the contribution of pollutants from different emitting periods using a set of tracers. In the TSA method (Fig. 1), 115 
the Precursor Tracer Day-x was used to track the precursors emitted from x days ago. The O3 Tracer Day-x was 116 
used to track the O3 formed from the precursors emitted from corresponding x days ago (namely Precursor Tracer 117 
Day-x). The tracers in Day-x can be set into different finer periods (e.g., every 1 hour, 6 hours, 24 hours) as 118 
required. The total tracer number will be decided according to the whole tracking period and the minimum tracking 119 
period per tracer. For instance, if the whole tracking period is 5 days and the minimum tracking period per tracer 120 
is every 6 hours, the total tracer number will be 20. As shown in the Figure 1, during each day’s simulation, the 121 
contribution of present day’s emission will always be tracked by the Day-0 tracers. After completing the current 122 
day’s simulation and before starting the next day’s simulation, each tracer Day-x's value transfers to the 123 
corresponding tracer Day-(x+1), which represents one day earlier than Day-x, in the following sequence. For 124 
example, beginning from the penultimate tracer, namely values in Day-3 transfer and add into Day-4, then the 125 
values in Day-2 transfer to Day-3, followed by Day-1 to Day-2, and lastly Day-0 to Day-1 (Dash arrow in Figure 126 
1). Here, the value in Day-3 tracer will add into the last tracer (Day-4) because the last tracer represents the total 127 
contribution of pollutants emitted earlier than 3 days ago. More details of this method can be found in Chen et al. 128 
(2022c). 129 

 130 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of temporal source apportionment (colors represent the pollutants released or formed 131 
by emissions on different days). 132 

2.2 Model Configuration and Evaluation 133 

The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRFv3.9) model was applied for meteorological field simulation. The 134 
initial and boundary condition for WRF model was gained from the Final Operational Global Analysis data (FNL). 135 
The CAMx v7.1 was used to simulate the spatial-temporal variation of air pollutants. The initial and boundary 136 
condition for CAMx model was provided by the Model for Ozone and Related chemical Tracers, version 4 137 
(MOZART-4). Regarding the emission, a highly resolved emission inventory provided by Hong Kong 138 
Environmental Protection Department was used for the GBA region, and the Multi-resolution Emission Inventory 139 
for China (MEIC, Li et al., 2017) developed by the Tsinghua University was applied for the area outside the GBA 140 
region. The biogenic emission was calculated the Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature 141 
(MEGAN version 3.1). The CB05 gas phase chemistry, the ISORROPIA inorganic aerosol scheme and the SOAP 142 
secondary organic aerosol scheme were used in the simulation. This model system has been applied to analyse the 143 
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source of O3, NOx and PM2.5 in the GBA region in the previous studies (Lu et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2022a; Chen 144 
et al., 2022c). More configuration of this model system can refer to the work of Lu et al. (2016). 145 

The three-nested simulation domain of the WRF-CAMx model was shown in Figure S1. The resolution of three 146 
domains was 27km, 9km, and 3km, respectively. For the source apportionment experiments, the simulation 147 
domain was divided into 12 source regions as shown in Figure 2, including North China Plain (NCP), eastern 148 
China(EC), southern western China (SWC), other regions of inland China (Other 2), ocean and other countries 149 
(Other 1), neighbouring provinces around Guangdong province (Neighbor), Other region within Guangdong 150 
province(GDo), Guangzhou and Foshan(GF), Shenzhen and Dongguan(SD), Hong Kong (HK), Zhuhai, 151 
Zhongshan and Jiangmen (ZZJ), Zhaoqing and Huizhou(GBAo). The cities within the GBA were separated into 152 
different sub-regions mainly based on their geographical location, same as the work of Chen et al. (2022c). Since 153 
the source contribution to the O3 in Zhaoqing and Huizhou is relatively different with that of their neighboring 154 
cities (Chen et al., 2022a), these two cities were grouped into one sub-region. The contribution of initial and D1 155 
boundary conditions were also treated as two sources. In the following analysis, for the O3 concentrations in the 156 
target area over the GBA, the influence of pollutants emitted within the target area is treated as the local 157 
contribution, and the influence of pollutants originating from the other areas within the GBA region is treated as 158 
the regional contribution. The source tracking time period is 5 days (Day-0, Day-1, Day-2, Day3 represent the 159 
pollutants emitted within the present day, the previous day, two days ago, and three days ago, respectively. Day-4 160 
the total contribution of pollutants emitted earlier than three days ago). The simulation period is July and August 161 
2016, and the model was spin-up for 7 days to reduce the influence of initial condition.  162 

 163 

Figure 2. The configuration of source areas in the source apportionment experiments (One color represents one 164 
source area. The GBA source were divided into five source areas. Other 1 represents ocean and other countries. 165 

Other 2 represents other area within the mainland China in the simulation domain.) 166 

The performance of simulated 2-m temperature, 10-m wind speed, and O3 concentration were evaluated and 167 
shown in Table S1. The recommended values suggested by Emery et al. (2001) and EPA (2007) were used as 168 
benchmark and shown in the brackets in Table S1. The temperature was a little overestimated with a mean bias 169 
(MB) of 0.33, while the wind speed was underestimated with MB of -0.45. The index of agreement (IOA) was 170 
0.82 and 0.70 for temperature and wind speed, respectively. The MBs and IOAs both fulfilled the criteria. But the 171 
root mean square error (RMSE) show a little higher than the value of criteria.  Regarding the O3, the IOA reach 172 
0.81. The small positive MB indicated that the model slightly overestimated the O3 concentration. The normalized 173 
mean bias (NMB) is 0.13, which also meet the criteria. The time series comparison (Fig. S2) of average O3 174 
concentration in Guangzhou, Hong Kong and Zhuhai illustrates that the model can well catch and reproduce the 175 
variation trend of O3 concentration in GBA, although there is a few difference between the simulated and measured 176 
concentration for some peaks, like the period between 25 July and 31 July in Guangzhou. Overall, the performance 177 
of model simulation is comparable to the other studies in this region (Li et al. 2022; Yang and Zhao, 2023). 178 
Therefore, the simulation result is reasonable and can be further used for source analysis.  179 

2.  Ozone Episodes 180 

There were several O3 episodes occurred during the simulation period. Here, the 8-h maximum O3 concentration 181 
(MDA8) over the GBA was calculated using the observation data from the surface monitors stations (Fig. 3). The 182 
first O3 pollution occurred between the 7th and 10th of July (Ep1). During this period, the GBA region was firstly 183 
controlled by the sub-tropical high-pressure system. When the typhoon north-westerly moved from the east sea 184 
area of the Philippines to Taiwan province, the GBA was located in the peripheral subsidence region. After the 185 
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typhoon made landfall, the high-pressure situation in the GBA was relieved and the O3 concentration decreased. 186 
There were another two O3 episodes between 24 July and 1st August. The GBA was mainly influenced by the sub-187 
tropical high-pressure system during 24th-26th July (Ep 2), while the synoptic condition of GBA between 30th July-188 
1st August (Ep3) was similar to that of Ep1. During the Ep3 period, there was another typhoon moving north-189 
westerly from the east sea area of the Philippines and influencing the GBA region. It was found that this type of 190 
typhoon movement path was often accompanied by the occurrences of O3 pollution in the GBA (Wang et al., 191 
2022a). In late August, under the joint influence of the subtropical high-pressure system and the typhoon, the O3 192 
over the GBA maintained a high concentration level between the 21st -31st of August (Ep4). Unlike the moving 193 
paths of the previous two typhoons, this typhoon was moving southerly from the sea areas south of Japan and 194 
stayed near the sea areas east of Taiwan province. The typhoon moved north after 27th August, and northerly winds 195 
prevailed in the GBA. Hence, we conducted the simulation of O3 concentration in the GBA during July-August 196 
2016 and analysed the spatiotemporal contributions of emissions in these episodic cases. 197 

 198 

Figure 3. The time-series of the MDA8 O3 concentration over the GBA during July-August 2016 and the 199 
synoptic pattens during the O3 episodes. (The weather charts were downloaded from the Hong Kong 200 

Observatory; https://www.hko.gov.hk/en/wxinfo/currwx/wxcht.htm ) 201 

 202 

 . Result and Discussion 203 

 .1 Source Area Contributions 204 

The contribution of different source areas to the average O3 in the GBA region was shown in Table 1. Here, the 205 
contribution from initial and boundary condition were treated as background contribution. Regarding the monthly 206 
average O3 concentration over the GBA region, the emission within the GBA can contributed about 23%. The 207 
pollutants from other regions within Guangdong Province (GDo) and neighbouring provinces also have large 208 
contribution, accounting for approximately 15% and 17%, respectively. Under the influence of prevailing south 209 
winds in the summertime, the contribution from ocean and other countries can also account for about 20%. As 210 
some studies suggested that O3 originating from foreign countries is quite limited (Sahu et al., 2021), the main 211 
contributor of this source is likely to be marine ship emissions from ocean. The pollutants from other source 212 
regions have limited effect on the O3 in the GBA.  213 

The monthly average source area contribution to four sub-regions within the GBA region can be found in Table 214 
S2. Results shows that the local emission has large influence on O3 in GF and SD regions, accounting for 17% of 215 
O3 but it has impact lower than 10% on O3 in ZZJ region and HK city. The contribution of GBA regional emission 216 
(contributed by other GBA tagged regions) has a relatively larger impact to the monthly average O3 concentration 217 
in GF region than the other sub-regions. It’s because the prevailing southerly wind in summer, so the pollutants 218 
within the GBA region have a large influence on O3 in GF area. The influences of pollutants from GDo and 219 
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neighboring to different subregions ranges from 25% to 31%. As the coastal regions, the ZZJ region and HK city 220 
also suffer more from sources of ocean and other countries, which occupied about 24% and 27%. 221 

Regarding the average O3 concentration over the GBA region in different episode periods, it can be found that, 222 
during the typhoon episodes (i.e., Ep1, Ep3 and Ep4), the contribution of non-local emission has increased. The 223 
typhoon paths are quite similar in the Ep1 and Ep3 episodes (Fig. S3). Results show that the total contribution of 224 
GDo and neighbouring provinces have increased and reached more than 50% for O3 over the GBA in these two 225 
typhoon episodes. As shown in Figure S4, with the approaching of typhoon, the wind speed increased and the 226 
average wind direction over the GBA changed from south to north. Therefore, more pollutants from the 227 
surrounding provinces were transported to GBA. Considering the typical circulation of typhoon periphery (Figure. 228 
S4 and S6), it was judged that more pollutants may come from Jiangxi, Fujian, and Hunan provinces. During the 229 
Ep1 and Ep3 episodes, the contribution of local emission in different sub-regions slightly decreased. With the 230 
change of the wind direction from south to north in these two periods, the influence of pollutants within GBA to 231 
O3 in GF area decreased from 15% to 8%. The contribution of GBA emission to the O3 in other sub-regions 232 
increased, especially the ZZJ area and HK city. It is because with the change of wind direction, these two regions 233 
were located at the downwind area of the GF and SD regions, which are the emission hotspots within the GBA. 234 
At the same time, the contribution of source from ocean and other countries also decreased approximately 10%. 235 
The influence of GDo and neighbouring provinces increased 27%, 21%, 32% and 22% for GF, SD, ZZJ regions 236 
and HK city, respectively. 237 

In another typhoon process (Ep4), where the typhoon's moving path differed from the other two typhoon cases, 238 
there was an increase in contribution from GDo and neighbouring provinces under the influence of persistent 239 
northerly wind. Furthermore, it was observed that pollutants from eastern China (EC) and North China Plain (NCP) 240 
could also influence the O3 levels in the GBA, accounting for approximately 12%. Similar increases in the impact 241 
of emissions from the EC and NCP were also found in the four sub-regions. 242 

In the Ep2, the GBA was mainly controlled by the sub-tropical high-pressure system and southerly wind still 243 
prevailed. However, the wind speed was low and conducive to the accumulation of the pollutants. Hence, the local 244 
sources were the dominant contributor and accounting for about 44% but the contribution from GDo and 245 
neighboring provinces decreased. For O3 in the GF region, as discussed above, the O3 in the GF regions is more 246 
susceptible to emissions within the GBA under the prevailing southerly wind. Thus, not only the local contribution 247 
but also the GBA regional contribution largely increased in the GF region. The regional contribution is larger in 248 
the GF region, increasing from 15% to 33%. For the other sub-regions, the main increase was in local contributions. 249 

 250 

Table 1. Contribution of pollutants from different source areas to the O3 concentration over the GBA in different 251 
cases. 252 

Case GBA GDo Neighbor Other 1 EC SWC NCP Other 2 Background 
Monthly 23% 15% 17% 20% 3% 1% 1% 1% 20% 

Ep1 18% 21% 35% 10% 3% 0% 0% 0% 13% 
Ep2 44% 11% 7% 27% 0% 0% 0% 0% 11% 
Ep3 19% 34% 25% 9% 3% 0% 1% 1% 9% 
Ep4 20% 16% 18% 15% 8% 1% 4% 3% 14% 

* Here, GDo represents areas outside the GBA but within Guangdong province. Neighbor represents the provinces around 253 
Guangdong province. Other 1 represents ocean and other countries. Other 2 represents other areas within the mainland China 254 
in the simulation domain. Background represents the contribution of initial and boundary conditions. 255 

 .2 Emission Period Contributions 256 

The contribution of pollutant emitted from different time periods to the average O3 in the GBA and sub-regions 257 
was shown Figure. 4 and Table. S3. The background contribution was not considered in the temporal source 258 
contribution analysis. This is because the background contribution is primarily derived from boundary conditions, 259 
and its temporal contribution was calculated based on the time when the pollutants were transported into D1 rather 260 
than the actual emission time.  261 
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Overall, under the general monthly condition, the emission within 3 days (namely from Day-0 to Day-2) account 262 
for approximately 73% of monthly average O3 concentration within GBA. The largest proportion of O3, around 263 
31%, formed from the current day’s emission (Day-0) and the contribution of pollutants from earlier emission 264 
periods decreases as time increases. For the monthly average O3 in different sub-regions, more O3 in GF and SD 265 
regions was formed from the emission from Day-0, which contributed about 37% and 36%, respectively. The 266 
contribution of emissions from Day-1 decreased to about 23% in these two regions. The contribution of Day-0 267 
and Day-1 emissions was relatively small but stable for HK city and ZZJ region, which account for around 25% 268 
and 27%, respectively. The influence of pollutants emitting earlier than 3 days ago (i.e., Day-4) is mostly lower 269 
than 20%.  270 

The situations are different during the pollution periods. The contribution of emission from the current days to the 271 
average O3 over the GBA both decreased in two typhoon cases with similar moving path (Ep1 and Ep3), but the 272 
contribution of emissions from Day-1 to Day-3 increased 14% and 8%, respectively. And the influence of 273 
pollutants emitted earlier than 3 days ago (>=Day-4) decreased 11% in Ep1 and almost no change in Ep3. This 274 
indicates that these two ozone pollutions were caused by the accumulation of pollutants within the current 3 days.  275 

For another typhoon case (Ep4), the contribution from the Day-0 decreased approximately by 11%, comparing 276 
with the monthly contribution over the GBA. At the same time, the influence of pollutants from earlier emitting 277 
period increased, especially for those earlier than 3 days ago (Day-4). It means that the O3 pollution for this period 278 
is a persistent pollution process. The major contributor should not only the local emission, but also the long-range 279 
transport. Similar variation trend of the temporal contributions of emission to different sub-regions can be 280 
concluded, which also illustrated that the O3 pollution is usually a regional problem.  281 

For Ep2, the contribution of emissions from Day-0 increased approximately 18%, while the influence of Day-1-282 
3’s emissions decreased about 18%. According to the source area contribution result, the source area of O3 over 283 
GBA in Ep2 is mainly local sources. So the contribution of the freshly emitted pollutants was larger. The 284 
contribution of Day-4 emissions to HK and ZZJ regions in Ep2 is larger. It is probably because the prevailing 285 
south wind direction brought more airflow came from the ocean. Compared with the emission of GF and SD 286 
regions, HK city and ZZJ region have lower emission amounts. At the same time, HK city and ZZJ region locate 287 
in the upwind region, and the pollutants from GBA would have a smaller influence on the O3 in these two regions. 288 
Hence the fresh pollutants amount was smaller and contributed similarly to the Day-4 emissions, which is an 289 
accumulated amount. 290 

 291 

Figure 4. Contribution of pollutants from different emitting periods to the O3 concentration over the GBA in 292 
different cases. 293 

 294 

 .  Source Area-Time Contributions 295 

To further clarify the relationship between sources and the O3 concentration of target regions, the evolution of O3 296 
from various source areas and periods were analyzed. Figure 5 shows the time series of the contributions from 297 
different source areas and precursors emission periods for the average O3 concentration in the GBA region.  298 

Regarding the monthly average O3 concentration over the GBA, the emissions within the GBA is the major 299 
contributor and generally have a larger effect in the current day.  Under the control of southerly wind, as shown 300 
in Figure 6, the pollutants emitted 1 day ago (Day-1) were gradually transported out of the GBA, and the influence 301 
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of the GBA's emission earlier than Day-1 is much lower. At the same time, the pollutants of GDo and neiboring 302 
provinces emitted 1 day ago began to have impact on the O3 in the GBA. However, the elder pollutants from GDo 303 
and neighboring provinces cannot greatly influence on the O3 in the GBA due to the prevailing southerly wind.  304 

However, regarding the O3 pollution between 7th and 10th July (Ep1), the major contributors changed. On 7th July, 305 
the GBA was under the control of the subtropical high system, and the typhoon was located near the east of Taiwan 306 
province. The weather condition was unfavourable for pollutants dispersion, and the O3 sourced from Day-1 307 
emission within Guangdong provinces was trapped. The prevailing wind shifted to northerly wind, and it also 308 
brought some elder pollutants from neighboring provinces to the GBA. With the approach of the typhoon on 8th –309 
10th July, although stronger northwest wind speeded up the diffusion of pollutant from GBA and deceased the 310 
local contribution, it also transported more elder pollutants from the northern inland to the GBA. It can be found 311 
that the emission from GDo in the present day also had a significant contribution. At the same time, the pollutants 312 
from the neighboring provinces dominated the Day-1 to Day-3 emissions. Moreover, the pollutants emitting 2 313 
days ago in the eastern China (EC) region were also transported southerly and affected on the O3 of GBA in the 314 
current day. Figure 7 shows the spatial distribution of average source contribution during the Ep1 period. 315 
Compared with the monthly average (Figure 6), it was found that the elder pollutants originating from the GBA 316 
can be transported back and influence the O3 concentration in the western part of GBA during the Ep1 period. 317 
This is because easterly and east winds blew over the GBA from 5th-6th July (Before Ep1, Figure S4). The 318 
pollutants emitted within the GBA were transported to northwest inland. However, under the influence of 319 
northwest wind, they were transported back to the GBA again. It can also be seen that the pollutants from the GDo 320 
1 day ago were transported downwind quickly, contributing to a high O3 concentration over the Pearl River Estuary. 321 
According to the wind pattern, they mainly came from the northern and western parts of the Guangdong province. 322 
Meanwhile, the neighboring provinces’ emissions from Day-1 to Day-3 were also transported to the GBA with 323 
the northwest wind, continuously affecting the O3 over this region.  324 

For the Ep3 O3 pollution process, results show that the pollutants from GDo and neighboring provinces were also 325 
the major contributors. From 30th– 31st July, the GBA was under the control of high pressure, and it blew weak 326 
north wind in this region. Afterward, the approaching of typhoon (1st August) further strengthened the cross-327 
regional transport of pollutants. The difference between Ep3 and Ep1 is that the emissions from GDo have a larger 328 
impact on the Day-1 and Day-2 emissions. Additionally, while pollutants from neighboring provinces and EC in 329 
Day-4 emission only accounted for about 5ppb in Ep1, they can still contribute to about 10ppb in Ep3. The possible 330 
reason is that northerly wind prevailed over Fujian, Jiangxi, and Hunan provinces during the whole Ep1 period 331 
(Figure S4), while easterly wind still blew over these provinces during the earlier period of the Ep3 (30th – 31st 332 
July, Figure S6), which slowed the transport and influence of pollutants from the neighboring provinces. Generally, 333 
the pathways of typhoons in the Ep1 and Ep3 episodes were quite similar, and the influence regions of typhoon 334 
wind field mainly cover Guangdong and neighboring provinces. Therefore, the major source area and source time 335 
are quite similar in these two cases. To prevent this type of O3 pollution, earlier emission control (at least 3 days 336 
ago) and collaboration with neighboring provinces will gain a better control result. 337 

On the other hand, the situation is different for the Ep2 ozone pollution. Under the control of high-pressure system 338 
and weak southerly wind (Figure S5), the major contributors were mainly the pollutants from the GBA and the 339 
ocean. Unlike the Ep1 and Ep3, the pollutant emitted within the GBA still dominant in the Day-1’s emission 340 
contribution. Under the influence of southerly wind, there is no large amount of pollutants migration from north 341 
inland to the GBA and the local pollutants were slowly moving out the GBA. Thus, the pollutant emitted earlier 342 
than 2 days ago (>=Day-2) have a smaller contribution. As shown in Figure 8, the overall diffusion of pollutants 343 
within the Guangdong province is much slower during Ep2. The contribution of GBA emissions can still reach 344 
more than 10 ppb in the Day-1 emission. These results indicated that this pollution process was mainly driven by 345 
the local pollutants within the current 2 days. Hence, emission control should focus on the local sources, and 1-2 346 
days in advance is more efficient.  347 

For the last O3 pollution process (Ep4), from the 21st to 25th August, the eastern and southern China were mainly 348 
control by the sub-tropical high-pressure system. At the same time, under the joint influence of peripheral 349 
subsidence airflow of typhoon, the wind speed over this region was slow (Figure S7). The weak wind not only 350 
trapped the O3 formed local emission but also the O3 formed from cross-regional transported pollutants. The 351 
pollutants from GBA sources mainly dominated the Day-0 and Day-1 emission’s contribution, while Day-2 and 352 
Day-3 emissions mainly consisted of pollutants from GDo and neighboring provinces. After that, the typhoon 353 
moved northerly and the stronger northly wind further broaden the source areas of the O3 in the GBA (Figure S7). 354 
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The major contributor of Day-2 and earlier periods’ emission changed to pollutants from the EC and NCP regions. 355 
The pollutants emitted earlier than 2 days ago from EC have an important contribution, which accounted for about 356 
12%. Furthermore, the pollutants emitted 3 days ago from the North China Plain (NCP) can also have an obvious 357 
impact on O3 over the GBA from July 28th- 30th, which can be up to 10%. Hence, to prevent the occurrence of this 358 
pollution, the emission control region should be further broadened and continuously implemented as it lasted for 359 
a longer period compared with the other three pollutions.  360 

Figure S8 shows the time series of the contributions from different source areas and precursors emission periods 361 
for the average O3 concentration in the GF region and HK city. GF region is located at the inland of the GBA. It 362 
is the emission hotpot of the GBA with higher O3 concentration (Chen et al., 2022a). HK city located at the mouth 363 
of the PRD. According to previous source apportionment studies (Li et al., 2012, 2013), the pollution in HK city 364 
is more attributed to the emissions outside the GBA compared to the other cities of the GBA. Regarding the O3 in 365 
GF region, Day-0 emission was usually contributed by the local emission and the regional transport within the 366 
GBA, which have a similar contribution. The major source areas of the Day-2 to Day-4 emissions contributing to 367 
the O3 in GF in different episodic cases varied similarly to the ones contributing to the average O3 in the GBA. 368 
Generally, the influence of local and GBA regional pollutants to O3 in the GF region decreased quickly within 1 369 
day. However, the regional emission can still have important contribution in the episodic case that southerly wind 370 
blew, such as the 24th -25th July (about 26%) in the Ep2 and 23rd -25th (about 15%) in the Ep4. For the O3 in HK 371 
city, the local emission amount is low, and its impact is also limited to the current day. In addition, the O3 in HK 372 
city is also susceptible to the impact of pollutants from the ocean but less from the GBA regional emissions. 373 
During the Ep1 periods, it was observed that the contribution of the GBA regional source largely increased in the 374 
Day-0 emission as the prevailing wind direction shifted to north. On the other hand, neighboring provinces' 375 
emissions dominate the contribution of emissions from Day-1 to Day-3. Unlike the GF region, the influence of 376 
EC emission on the O3 in HK is also limited in Ep1. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the evolution of the 377 
spatiotemporal contribution of emission in Ep3. As discussed above, the O3 pollution in Ep2 is mainly driven by 378 
local emissions. Thus, the O3 concentration in HK city, which is in the upwind region with small local emissions, 379 
is much lower than the O3 concentration in the GF region. In Ep4, same as the GBA average and GF region, the 380 
impact of pollutants from EC and NCP became important in the Day-2 and Day-3 emissions, which can contribute 381 
up to 20% of O3. These results indicate that although O3 is usually a regional pollution problem, it’s necessary to 382 
consider the local characteristics of different sub-regions while making more specific prevention and control 383 
policies. 384 
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 385 

Figure 5. Time series of contributions from different source areas and emitting periods to the O3 concentrations in 386 
the GBA. (GDo represents areas outside the GBA region but within Guangdong province. Neighbor represents 387 
the provinces around Guangdong province. Other 1 represents ocean and other countries. Other 2 represents other 388 
area within the mainland China in the simulation domain.) 389 
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 390 

Figure 6. Spatial distribution of monthly average O3 concentration between 9:00-17:00 (Local time) contributed 391 
by emission of GBA, other regions within Guangdong province (GDo), and neighboring provinces (Neighbor) 392 
from various periods. (Unit: ppb. Due to the large variation of contribution, the colorbar range of each sub-figure 393 
is different)  394 

 395 

Figure 7. Spatial distribution of average O3 concentration between 9:00-17:00 (Local time) on 7th-10th July 2016 396 
contributed by emission of GBA, other regions within Guangdong province (GDo), and neighboring provinces 397 
(Neighbor) from various periods. (Unit:ppb. The colorbar range of each sub-figure is same as the one in Figure 6) 398 
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 399 

Figure 8. Spatial distribution of average O3 concentration between 9:00-17:00 (Local time) on 24th-26th July 2016 400 
contributed by emission of GBA, other regions within Guangdong province (GDo), and neighboring provinces 401 
(Neighbor) from various periods. (Unit: ppb. The colorbar range of each sub-figure is same as the one in Figure 402 
6) 403 

 404 

 .4  erification of the TSA by comparing to  ero-out E periments 405 

Here, the emission zero-out sensitivity experiments, another commonly used source apportionment method, were 406 
also conducted to evaluate the result from the TSA method. The zero-out method need to conduct two sets of 407 
simulation including the control run and zero-out run. In the control run, the simulations were conducted using 408 
the complete emissions. In the zero-out runs, the simulations were conducted with the emissions that specific 409 
period and area were removed. After that, the contribution of the specific source area and source time was derived 410 
by calculating the difference between the control and zero-out simulations. For each target date, the emission 411 
control area was set as the GBA, Guangdong province (GD), Guangdong and neighboring provinces 412 
(GD_Neighbor), respectively. The emission control period was set as continuous control beginning from the 413 
current day, which is also the target day (Day-0), from 1day ago (Day-1), from 2days ago (Day-2) and from 3days 414 
ago (Day-3), respectively. The zero-out experiments were carried out for the periods between 7th and 10th July 415 
(Typhoon case) and between 24th and 26th (Sub-tropical high case). More configurations can be found in Tables 416 
S4- S5.  417 

From the result of zero-out experiments (Fig.9 and Fig.S9), it can be seen that, for the typhoon case (Fig.9), when 418 
only controlling the emission within the GBA, there is little difference between results of controlling emission 1 419 
day in advance and 3 days in advance. This is consistent with the TSA result that the influence of the emission 420 
within the GBA is usually limited to 2 days. The effect of controlling emission 1 day ahead in GD is better than 421 
that of only GBA. There is less variation of the O3 concentration when controlling the emission within Guangdong 422 
province 2 days and 3 days in advance. Meanwhile, regarding only emission control from the Day-0, it shows 423 
limited improvement in controlling the emission for a larger area (GD and GD_neigh) than solely within GBA. 424 
It’s the same as the TSA result that the pollutants from neighboring provinces took effect on the O3 over the GBA 425 
region at least 1 day later. Joint control from Guangdong and neigboring province (GD_neighbor) has a larger 426 
optimal effect in the Day-2 to Day-0 and Day-3 to Day-0 simulations. And the difference between GD_neighbor 427 
and the GD result is also more obvious in these simulations, indicating that it’s more effective to implement joint 428 
control within other provinces 2-3 days in advance. 429 
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For the sub-tropical high case (Fig.S9), whatever controlling the emission in the current day or 2 days ahead, the 430 
effect of only controlling emission within GBA is similar to that of joint controlling larger area (GD and 431 
GD_neigh). It supports our previous conclusion that the pollution is mainly contributed by the local source. At the 432 
same time, there is limited optimization effect to control the emission 2-3 days in advance than controlling 1 days 433 
in advance. To alleviate this ozone pollution, controlling the local emission within short-term should be effective. 434 
Although the contribution discrepancies between the source contribution (%) calculated from the zero-out method 435 
and the one from the TSA method can reach 20%, which is due to the non-linear chemistry relationship between 436 
ozone and its precursors and the mechanism of different methods (Kwok et al., 2015; Clappier et al., 2017), similar 437 
relationships between source area/time and receptor can be drawn. These results also support the validity of the 438 
TSA approach.  439 

 440 

Figure 9. The contribution of different source areas and time periods to the O3 concentration over the GBA in the 441 
typhoon case using the zero-out and TSA methods. (Different colors represent different target dates; Upper: Zero-442 
out; Bottom: TSA) 443 

 444 

 .5 Discussion 445 

Previous studies mainly focused on exploring the contribution and control of various source areas and categories 446 
on O3 over the GBA. The analysis in this study illustrated that there could be a larger difference between the 447 
temporal contribution of emissions to the O3 pollution over the GBA under different weather patterns. It indicates 448 
that understanding the contribution of pollutants from different emitting periods and finding out the major period 449 
is also crucial in control policymaking, especially in episodic cases. Different from the zero-out method that needs 450 
sets of simulations, it can provide an overall picture of source contributions within one simulation, saving more 451 
computation costs, and is suitable for applications in which more potential sources are considered. 452 

In addition, meteorological conditions play an important role in affecting the effectiveness of the emission control 453 
area and period. The results here suggest that the approach of typhoons usually strengthens the cross-region 454 
transportation of pollutants to the GBA. Therefore, cross-province collaboration and control should be 455 
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implemented at least 2-3 days ahead when the typhoon is predicted. In contrast, local emission control within 2 456 
days is more effective when the GBA is under the influence of a high-pressure system. Our findings emphasize 457 
the importance of considering the impact of meteorological conditions when implementing control measures in 458 
advance. The TSA method could help to better understand the spatial-temporal sources of O3 pollution under the 459 
current emission level. It will provide scientific references for designing of effective and timely control policies 460 
when unfavorable weather conditions are predicted. So, the spatial-temporal influence of emission to O3 over the 461 
GBA under other unfavourable conditions and seasons is also essential to further explore through the TSA method, 462 
which help to gain a more comprehensive understanding of when and where the O3 over the GBA comes from. 463 

Under the background of climate change, extreme weather, such as extreme heatwaves (Coffel et al., 2018; Dong 464 
et al.,2023), may occur more frequently, which will largely impact the source and sink of pollutants by different 465 
physical and chemical processes. At the same time, various emission control strategies responding to climate 466 
change, such as carbon neutrality (Liu et al., 2021; Zhang et al, 2021), will be implemented by governments in 467 
different countries, which will also change the structure of emissions. How these extreme weather and control 468 
measures influence the temporal characterization of sources and formation of air pollution, as well as the spatial-469 
temporal contribution of emissions from different countries and their interactions, are also worth further 470 
investigation in the future. It can promote the mutual cooperation among nations to combat the environmental 471 
issues together. 472 

However, it should be noted that the numerical model source apportionment results are usually influenced by the 473 
uncertainties of the emission inventory as most of the emission inventories are built up by the bottom-up method 474 
and cannot be updated in a timely manner. With the increasing availability of different types of observations, 475 
including surface monitoring and satellite remote sensing data, different top-down methods such as data 476 
assimilation (East et al., 2022) and machine learning (Chen et al., 2023) have been applied to integrate 477 
observations and optimize the emission. These methods should be implemented to update the emission inventory 478 
and combined with the TSA method to evaluate the evolution of spatial-temporal sources in different historical 479 
periods and provide up-to-date source information for policymaking. 480 

 481 

4. Conclusion 482 

In this study, we applied the CAMx-TSA method to analyze the spatial and temporal contribution of different 483 
sources to the O3 pollution in the GBA in summer. The result shows that the O3 over the GBA in summer is mainly 484 
contributed by the pollutants from local emissions, followed by other regions within Guangdong province (GDo) 485 
and neighbouring provinces. The O3 was usually formed by the pollutants emitted within 3days, which account 486 
for more than 70%. During the O3 episodes, when the typhoon moved from the eastern Philippine Sea to southern 487 
China, the prevailing wind shifted from south to north over the GBA. It conducive more pollutants transported 488 
from GDo and neigbouring provinces to the GBA, leading to an increase in O3 concentrations. The pollutants 489 
emitted 3 days ago still have a significant contribution. While the typhoon just stayed near the sea areas east of 490 
Taiwan province and moved northly, under the continuous influence of northly wind, the emission of eastern 491 
China, even the North China Plain from 3 days ago can also have an obvious impact on O3 over the GBA. In 492 
contrast, when the GBA is mainly under the control of sub-tropical high-pressure system, the ozone pollution was 493 
mainly caused by the local pollutants within the current 2 days. The results indicated that joint emission control 494 
action with other provinces 2-3 days in advance is more effective for preventing the O3 pollution in the GBA when 495 
the typhoon is moving towards southern China. On the other hand, it’s more efficient to pay more attention to 496 
local sources control within 2 days when the GBA is under the control of the high-pressure system.  497 

Here, different surrounding provinces were categorized as one source area here to save computation resource for 498 
more potential source investigation. As the neigbouring province was illustrated as a major contributor to the O3 499 
in the GBA, it is necessary to further divided this source into several sub-source areas and explore their individual 500 
impact in future work. In addition, individual source categories were not separated in this study, mainly due to the 501 
application of different emission inventories with different source category classifications, making it difficult to 502 
combine them. It is important to note that each source category has its own characteristic temporal profile, which 503 
can have different temporal impacts on O3 concentrations. Therefore, the temporal contribution of various source 504 
categories, including anthropogenic and biogenic emissions, should be also considered in future work. These 505 
works can provide more spatial and temporal information of O3 source over the GBA to the local governments so 506 
that the targeted control measures can be designed and implemented more effectively and timely. 507 
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